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We study the generalized resistive susceptibility, y(A, ) =g„,[exp[ ——'A, 'R (xx')]]„where [ ],„
denotes an average over all configurations of clusters with weight appropriate to bond percolation,
R (x,x ') is the resistance between nodes x and x' when occupied bonds are assigned unit resistance
and vacant bonds infinite resistance. For bond concentration p near the percolation threshold at p„
we give a simple calculation in 6—e dimensions of y(A. ) from which we obtain the distribution of
resistances between two randomly chosen terminals. From g(A) we also obtain the qth-order resis-
tive susceptibility y' '= g„.[v(x x ')R (x x ') ],„,where v(x, x ') is an indicator function which is uni-
ty when sites x and x ' are connected and is zero otherwise. In the latter case, v(x, x ')R (x,x ')~ is in-
terpreted to be zero. Our universal amplitude ratios, p~ =lim~ ~ y' '(y' ') '(y"'), reproduce pre-C
vious results and agree beautifully with our new low-concentration series results. We give a simple
numerical approximation for the y' 's in all dimensions. The relation of the scaling function for
g(A, ) with that for the susceptibility of the diluted xy model for p near p, is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
P(R, x)=[5(R (O, x)—R }v(O,x)],„. (2)
In early work, " it was realized that under transforma-
tion of length scales there are three regimes, p &p„
p =p„and p )p„where p, is the percolation threshold.
For p (p, the conductance cr scales to zero, whereas for
p )p, o scales to a constant. In these cases P(R, x} on
large length scales becomes a 5 function, as expected for
a pure system with fixed tr For p =p„h. owever, P(R, x)
becomes a distribution invariant to change of length
scale. The form of P(R,x) at p =p, was obtained numer-
The geometrical properties of clusters formed by ran-
domly diluting a lattice are by now well established. '
In the percolation model which we study, each bond is
independently occupied with probability p and vacant
with probability 1 —p. Likewise, the randomly diluted
resistor network (RRN} in which occupied bonds have
conductance 0 and vacant bonds conductance 0 has been
widely studied for more than a decade. ' In spite of
this, relatively little is known about the exact form of the
probability distribution P, (R,x} for the resistance R be-
tween two nodes known to be in the same cluster at sepa-
ration x. Note that this is a conditional probability, con-
ditioned by the restriction that the two sites be in the
same cluster. Formally, this quantity is defined as
P, (R,x) =P(R,x)/[v(O, x)],„,
where [ ],„denotes an average over all configurations
of occupied and unoccupied bonds, v(x, x') is an indicator
function which is unity if sites x and x' are in the same
cluster and is zero otherwise, and P (R,x) is the bare (i.e.,
unconditional) probability that R (O, x) assume the value
R:
ically in d =2 spatial dimensions by a real-space renor-
malization group. " Also, the first three moments of the
conductivity were studied as a function of length scale by
Rammal et al. ' However, the exact relation between
their distribution of conductances and the distribution
P(R, x} is not obvious. Finally, within mean-field theory
(i.e., for d )6) one has' for p =p,
' (I—2)/2
1 1 bx
R [(d —4)/2]! 4oR
Xexp[ bx /(4oR)—], (3)
where b is a constant of order unity.
With this paper we initiate a program to obtain infor-
mation on P(R, x) within (a) the renormalization-group e
expansion and (b) low-concentration series. We present a
formulation from which P, (R,x} and P(R, x) can be
determined. The behavior of these quantities as functions
of R and x is quite complex and is analyzed else-
where. ' ' Here we concentrate on simpler quantities
which result when x is summed over. For instance, a
quantity we consider is P, (R), the distribution of resis-
tances between randomly chosen pairs of points on a per-
colation cluster.
There are two plausible ways one might define such a
normalized distribution function. The first definition can
be described in terms of the following numerical simula-
tion. One randomly occupies bonds in a very large sys-
tem. Thereby, the system will contain an ensemble of
clusters, which, if the system is large enough, will repro-
duce the true distribution of clusters. Now construct a
histogram which shows the number of occurrences of
resistances in intervals, say, between R and R +dR, over
the complete ensemble of pairs of nodes x and x' condi-
tional on these points being in the same cluster. The his-
togram, when normalized by dividing by the total num-
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ber of occurrences, will be defined to be P,'(R). In the
second definition the average is performed in a slightly
different way. Here one considers a given site i and con-
structs the normalized distribution function P; (R ) for
resistances between site i and all other sites in the same
cluster. Since this distribution depends on the choice of
I
site i, it is natural to average over possible choices,
whence we define P,"(R ) = [P; (R )],„.
It is not immediately obvious which of these definitions
is the more useful. It is therefore helpful to express them
in terms of averages over clusters. In case I it is seen that
P,'(R) = g v(x, x')5(R —R (x,x'))
X, X av
g v(x, x')
X, X av
(4)
For p &p, one can express the averages as sums over all possible clusters I, each occurring with weight
P(I ) =p' '(1 —p)""', where s(I') is the number of occupied bonds in I and t (I') is the number of vacant perimeter
bonds adjacent to I . We have
P,'(R)= g P(I ) g 5(R —R(x,x')) QP(I )s(I )
x,x'E r r
The natural extension of this formula for p &p, is
Pc(R)=Pc (R),
where P,"(R) is the normalized distribution for R (x,x')
when x and x' are on the same cluster but are infinitely
far apart. Similarly, in case II we write
~~a~
~p p
r—
where y is the susceptibility exponent of percolation'
and P is the resistance crossover exponent.
' Further-
more there are calculations' within the renormalization-
group e expansion for the universal amplitude ratios'
P,"(R)= g v(x, x')5(R —R (x,x'))
X
g v(x, x')
av
p, =— »m X'"[X"'l' '/[X"']'
Pt
(7)
In terms of cluster sums this result is
P,"(R)=P„P,"(R)
+g P(I ) g 5(R —R (x x'))/s(I ), (8)
r XX'cr
where P„ is the probability that a site is not in a finite-
sized cluster. Comparing the expressions for P,'(R) and
P,"(R ) we see that the former involves an average with an
additional power of s(l ) and thereby weights more
heavily larger clusters of sites. Thus, P,'(R) provides a
better characterization of large clusters. Also, the aver-
ages required to calculate this quantity are simpler than
those for P,"(R). Accordingly, we restrict our attention
to P,'(R ), which we henceforth denote simply P, (R ):
P, (R)= g [v(O, x)5(R —R (O, x))],„/y
where y = g„[v(0, x)],„ is the percolation susceptibili-
ty.
Up to now P, (R) has only been studied through its mo-
ments, y' ' defined as
y''t'—:g[v(x, x') R (x,x')t],„
=q, f "P,(R)R~dR, (10)
where vR is taken to be zero when v vanishes. g' ' is re-
ferred to as the qth moment resistive susceptibility and is
known to diverge for p ~p, as
where y' '=g . Here we give the first numerical calcula-
tions of y'q' in high dimensions. We determine several of
the p 's from low-concentration series and find excellent
agreement with the e expansion. From these numerical
results we formulate a simple numerical approximation
for the p's that is quite accurate in all dimensions.
II. CALCULATION OF THE GENERALIZED
RESISTIVE SUSCEPTIBILITY
AND DERIVED QUANTITIES
A. Formulation for d =6—e
= g [exp[ ——,'A, R (x,x')]],„ (13)
using the e-expansion, where @=6—d. y' ' can be ob-
tained from the coefficient of A, in the Taylor-series ex-
pansion of ga(A. ) as will be shown in Eq. (38a). We use
the field theory proposed by Stephen' in the version dis-
cussed in detail by Harris and Lubensky (HL). ' In this
formulation the field-theoretic free energy is of the form
F=—,'gg'+i(q)4 i( —q)[r(&)+q ]
+ 6u3 y y +A. ('ql)+i. (q2)
q Agl Arg
X% i i ( —q, —q2), (14)
where %i(q) are Gaussian variables with q restricted to
Here we give calculations of the generalized resistive
susceptibility
ga(A, )—:g G(x, x', A, )
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r(A)=ro+wik, +w2A, (15}
where ro=ao(po p), wh—ere po is the mean-field value of
the percolation threshold, a0 is a constant of order unity,
and w, =1/o for the RRN and w, =T/J for the ran-
domly diluted xy (RXY} model at low temperature T
near the percolation threshold, where J is the exchange
constant. Below we will often indicate dependence on p,
sometimes representing it by ro or by t = ao(p, —p). As
discussed in some detail in HL, the percolation problem
is recovered for A, =O, so that we have
lie within the continuum of a unit sphere and A,
represents an n-component vector, (A,„A2, . . . , A,„),
each component of which is allowed to assume values on
a discrete mesh of points over a finite range,
—k,„&A, &A, ,„. For the RRN the appropriate limit to
consider is that in which A, ,„becomes infinite and the
mesh size goes to zero. Thus for the RRN sums over l(,
can be replaced by integrals in which each of the n com-
ponents of I, ranges from —~ to + oo. The interpreta-
tion of %&(q) is that it describes the fluctuation at wave
vector q of the quantity g exp. (iAV, ), where the prod-
uct is over all replicas j, so that
(%i(x)% i(x'))=G(x, x', A, ) .
Since the variable %&(q) is trivially unity when A, =O, this
value of A, is not allowed, and in Eq. (14) the primes indi-
cate that terms for which any A, =O is excluded from'the
sums. Also in Eq. (14)
lim G(x, x', A ) =Gz(x, x') —= [v(x,x')],„,
A, —+0
(16)
where G (x,x') is the percolation correlation function,
i.e., the probability that the points x and x' are in the
same cluster.
We now carry out a one-loop calculation' involving
the diagram shown in Fig. 1 for d =6—e. For this pur-
pose, since we do not keep track of corrections to scaling,
we set u3 equal to the correct value for a diagrammatic
evaluation at the percolation threshold. To first order in
e, this value is the same as the fixed point value of u3 in
the momentum-shell recursion relations, ' i.e.,
u 3
=2e/(7Kd ), (17)
where Kd is the phase-space factor in d dimensions,
whose exact value is not needed here. We could give an
argument to indicate that the wk's with * 1 are ir-
relevant, but this was shown by HL, so we simplify the
discussion by assuming this fact here. Then from the dia-
gram of Fig. 1 we have that the spatial Fourier transform
of G(x, x', l(, ) is
FIG. 1. Diagram that contributes to the susceptibility of the
one-loop order.
r
'(ro, q, A, }=ro+q +w, A, ——,'u3 dk [ro+(k+ —,'q) +wid][ra+(k ——,'q) +w&(r —A, ) ]
(18)
where the prime on the summation indicates the terms for which either r=kor v=O ar,e omitted. If we apply Eq. (18)
at the critical point (q=A, =O), where 0 '=g '=0, then we identify the critical value of ro, i.e., ro, . Subtracting this
equation from that written in Eq. (18}we obtain
(rc, q, A, )=t+q +w ——,'u~3 dk 2
k [t +(k+ —,'q) +w][t +(k ——,'q)']
+g [t+(k+ —,'q} +wiv ][t+(k——,'q} +wi(r —l(, ) ] (19}
where t =ra ro, =ac(p, —p) and w—e introduced the shorthand notation w to denote w, A. . Since ro, is of order u 3„re-
placing ro by t in the integrals affects only terms of higher order in e. Also, to obtain Eq. (19), we used
g, (k +w, H) =k, for n~0 [c.f. Eq. (21b), following]. In separate papers the analyses based on Eq. (19) of (a)
C(t =O, q, k, ) and a resulting evaluation' of P(R,x) and (b) the phase diagrams of the RRN and RXY models' for p
near p =p, are presented.
B. Scaling form for the resistive susceptibility g(A, )
Here we develop the scaling form for C(ro, q=O;l(, ) =gti (A, ), which we now denote y„(t,I, ) to emphasize the depen-
dence on p through the variable t. To do this we set q=O in Eq. (19). Our results are consistent with those of HL who
used a more complicated method. The principal difficulty in evaluating the right-hand side of Eq. (19) involves the
sums over v. Following HL we write
7 $~ +2) ~ ~
[D+w, H] '[D+w, (r—A. ) ] (20)
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where D =t+k . We have
S= g f exp[ —Dp —pw, r ]dp f exp[ —Dv —vw, (r—A, ) ]dv,0 0
TI ~
(21a)
and replacing the sums by integrals, we have, for n ~0,
S=—,' f dp[D+ —,'w(1 —p )) (21b)
For w = w, A, =0, we see that S =(t+k ), as used above. Now for q=0 the integral over momentum k in Eq. (19)
can be expressed as
yz'(t, A, )=t+w ,'IC&—u3—fx dx f dp 2 — + z0 —& x2 (x+t}(x +6 ) (x +b2)~ (22)
with $ =r +~ and $2=r +~(1—p2)/4. These integrations are easily performed. In the result we drop terms which
are second order in the small quantities t and w and set Ezu 3 =2e/7. Thereby we obtain the scaling form f«X
yz ( r, A, ) = t +w + t ln—t + w int
—I E Se
7 42
+—t ( I+x) In(1+x) ——'
7 x 2 (23)
where x =w/t. We now exponentiate the results so that t [I+(e/7)lnt]~tr and w [1+(5e/42)lnt]~intr ~, where
y= 1+@/7 and /=1+a/42 are the known values of the susceptibility exponent for percolation' and the resistance
crossover exponent, ' respectively. We fix the constants in this scaling function by requiring the function F(y) in
yz '(t, A)= Atr, F(y)
to obey F (0)=F'(0)=1. Thus with A = I+a/14 and y =(1+3m/28)w /t~ we have
(24)
F(y)=1+y+-e (1+y) ln(1+y) —1 — ——,' dp 1+—(1—p ) ln 1+—(1—p )4y 3' z 3' z7 3 ' —& 4 4 (25a)
—:1+y + H(y), —
7
(25b)
where
(1+y) 1 19y (y+4) ~ &4+y + &yHy=
y 3 18 3y 1/2
ln
2
(26)
Both here and in the HL calculation one uses general scaling arguments to show that F is a function of the scaling vari-
able y =am/t~=aw, A/ted=ah, /(.o t~) To order e,. one cannot distinguish in H(y) between to/t and w/t~ Also, no.
conclusions should be drawn concerning the values of A and a. These are nonuniversal constants whose values depend
on the details of the interactions and the exact cutoff introduced in the calculations. A more general calculation of 0
for nonzero wave vector q, from which information on the distribution of R (x,x') for axed x—x' can be obtained, will
be reported elsewhere. ' Here we get only q=0 information. We can compare this simplified calculation with that of
HL as follows. They give
y„-'(t, x)=r,+r,x'+r, x'+ . (27)
where the leading behavior of I k is given by I k=5k Ab t~ ~. This result is the most general one consistent with
their results for the universal amplitude ratios 5k, which were given as
[r ]k —1
6k=
r,
2 1 k!(k +1}!
k(k 1) k(k2 —1) (2—k+1)!
(28)
and we adoPt the convention that 5o=5, = 1. We therefore identify y as y =bk~/r'k Then Eq. (27) b.ecomes
y& (&,&)= At' 1+y+ —g ( —y)—1 2 1 k!(k+1)!k(k 1) k(k2 —1) (2k—+1)! (29)
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It can be verified that the function in the large
parentheses of Eq. (29) is the power-series expansion of
F(y) in Eq. (25). The final result, therefore, is that
g~(t, &)= g [exp[ ——,'A, R (O, x)]],„
1+y+ —H (y)
7
(30)
J
where again y =ah/. (rrt b) T. his is a universal result in
that models with different short-ranged interactions (e.g.,
with nonzero conductances cr2 between next-nearest
neighbors) will still be described by Eq. (30) although
different values of the scale factors, A and a, will be re-
quired.
A a w a a a A w A At vyyyv v v~ ~ ~
y„(t,A, )= g [exp[ ——,'A, 'R (O, x)]],„
= g f exp( ——,'I, R)P(R, x)dR .0 (31)
Taking the inverse Laplace transform of this relation
leads to
p —
' R
= g [5(R —R (0, x))],„=P,(R)y, (32)
C. Resistance distribution for p near p,
We now see what information is contained in gz (t,A}.
As pointed out by HL the universal amplitude ratios p
defined in Eq. (12) are interesting quantities. In Sec. III
we will compare the e-expansion results for their values
with those we find from the low-concentration series.
Here we focus on the distribution for resistances between
all pairs of sites, P, (R), defined in Eq. (9). To study this
quantity we write
b-j
FIG. 2. Original contour of integration (dashed line) in Eq.
(35). The deformed contour is shown by a solid line surround-
ing the branch cut (wavy line) from z = —1 to —00.
thereby find two contributions: one from the region near
z = —1 where for s =0 there was a simple pole, and the
other from the remaining part of the branch cut. We
refer to these two contributions as the "pole" and "cut"
contributions, respectively, and write
P, (R)=P,(R)~i,+P,(R),„, .
The pole contribution is found from the solution of
Re[1+z + (el7)H(z)] =0
to order e. In this way one finds the pole to be shifted to
where b is real and positive. Thus, P, (R) is essentially
the inverse Laplace transform of y„(t,A, ). Using Eq. (30)
and with z =a A/(o t~) we, write Eq. (32) as
1 b+i~ exp[zrrRt~/(2a)]rrt~
2~i b —i [1+z+(s/7)H (z)]2a
in the notation of Eq. (26). Thus P, (R ) can be written in
the form
P, (R)= A =— A, , (34)2a 2a R'(t) R'(t)
where R'(t)=2a/(crt~) and
zo ——1 —(e/7)ReH( —1) .
For z near zo the denominator in Eq. (35) may be
represented as
(z —zo)[1+(s/7)(d ReH( —1)/dz)] .
The pole contribution to P, (R ) is
[P,(R)]~i,=[R '(t)] ' 1 ——
6+i ~ 8A(x}= cfz
2n.i b i~ [1+z+(e/7}H(z)] (35) RX exp
R '(t)
1+—ReH ( —1)E
7
Note that P, (R } has only one scale factor, a, because the
amplitude is fixed by the condition f P, (R)dR =1.0
To evaluate Eq. (34}we deform the contour of integra-
tion to surround the cut along the negative real z axis, as
shown in Fig. 2 and as discussed in the Appendix. %e
(36a)
and, except when R =0 (for this case see the Appendix),
[P,(R)],„,is
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[P,(R)],„,= — [—R'(t)] ' J exp[ —R(1+x)/R'(t)] dx
+ [R '(t)] ' f exp[ —R (4+x)/R '(t)]42 0 (x +3)2 x +4
]/2
(36b)
where, as can be found from Eq. (26),
ReH( —1)= —",, —m.&3/6
and
dReH/dyL (= ——,' —mv 3/6 .
To verify Eq. (36) we used it to calculate the moments,
P, R R=l, P, RR R=m =y''
(37)
We used these mq's to explicitly construct the quantities
p~
—=m~ /(m ) )~, for q & 4. These values of p were
checked by comparing them to those calculated from the
5 's of Eq. (28), as follows. Combining Eqs. (10), (12),
and (13) we have that
y (&)= g( ——,'&')"—,y'"'2 r (r)
I
q =0. Here, we have the same effect as a function of A,.
However, to be more precise, we should say that the
phase transition occurs when 6(t, q=O, i(. ;„) becomes
singular. (For more details see Ref. 15.} However, for the
resistor network A;„=. n /V, „,where V,„ is the largest
allowed value of the voltage. To recover the resistor net-
work one must take the limit V,„—+ ~, so that the phase
transition for the RRN occurs at p, for all values of
w—=w)A, . A phase diagram for yj((A, ) in which A, is a
variable is implausible. This argument is illuminating in
that it shows why and how the RXY model can have a
different phase diagram from the RRN. In particular, for
the RXY model V is replaced by a spin angle and we
have that V,„=m., so that k;„=1. Thus the critical
value of (p —p, ) for the RXY model is determined by
when g&(t, A. ;„),with A, ;„=1, becomes singular. Within
mean-field theory and setting w =T/J, this happens
when
p =p, +T/J . (41)
+(0) y (+())/+(0) )r( ( g2 ~r 1Pr r! (38a) The details of how this phase boundary is modified by
fiuctuations for d =6 ewill be g—iven elsewhere. '
Alternatively, Eq. (27) with I „as given just after that
equation is III. SERIES RESULTS
ya(A, ) = At)'+5, ai'A2j't i'&
P
Comparing these two equations, we see that
=[Atr] ', y("'/y' '=2at t', and
(38b)
(39a)
Rox ' (42)
In order to check the predictions of the t. expansion we
have constructed series for several moments of the resis-
tance, g' ', which we assume to diverge as
p, =6(1—252+5'),
and so forth.
(39b)
D. Phase diagram for RRN and RXY models
6 '(t, q)=t+q (40)
for, say, an Ising model, where t =(T —T, ). A literal in-
terpretation of this result would indicate that C(t, q) for
nonzero q becomes singular at a q-dependent critical
value of t: t, (q}=t,(0)—q . This is wrong, of course, and
the reason it is wrong is that 0 (q) for nonzero q is cou-
pled by fluctuations to smaller q's, and in particular, to
Several comments on the preceding results are in or-
der. For p near p„ i.e., for large y we can analyze Eq.
(25) to see whether the function F(y)y " ~ is an analytic
function of (p —p, }/w' ~=y'/~. One finds that this is
not the case, so that yj((t, A, ) is nonanalytic for p =p,
(i.e., for t =0} even for nonzero A, . This result is easily
understood in the following way. Normally one has a
propagator of the form
where yk =y+kp, and recall that y( ' denotes the per-
colation susceptibility. The series for y' ' was published
up to 11th order by Adler et al. The series for y(" up to
10th order is given by Fisch and Harris and one further
term is given by Harris et al. ' In Table I we give the
coeScients needed to construct the series for y' ' in arbi-
trary dimension up to 11th order in p. In order to get es-
tirnates for the amplitude ratio we used a newly proposed
method in which one calculates the universal quantity
A, A, r(yk)r(), )
'j/k'=
A A, 1(y, )l(7, } ' (43)
@ij/kl ~ij/kl ( P ) (44)
where I (x} is the factorial function. In this method one
multiplies (M) and divides (D) the series term by term as
follows to form the quantity
[X™X'']D [X'"'~X ']:—~'./ki .
The result of this operation is to obtain a quantity
which diverges with a known exponent at a known con-
centration:
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TABLE I. Series coeflicients for y2 in d dimensions: y'~' =g„,a(k, l)p "d'. To save space we introduce the notation [n], which in-
dicates that the value of a (k, l) is 10 times the value listed in the table.
1
3
4
4
5
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
1
1
1
3
1
4
1
4
7
3
6
1
4
7
1
7
10
3
6
9
a (k, I)
0.100000 000 0[01]
0.900 000 000 0[01]
0.418 750 000 0[02]
0.128 000 000 0[03]
0.208 500 000 0[03]
—0.134 147 222 2[04]
0.110550 000 0[04]
0.149023 205 6[05]
0.447 055 555 6[04]
0.313600000 0[04]
0.986 201 777 8[04]
0.207 780 000 0[05)—0.119655 627 6[07]
0.511 862 228 5[06]
0.764 400000 0[05]—0.152 144 395 4[08]
—0.125 888 0240[07]
0.298 471 111 1[05]
0.512 000 000 0[05]
0.363 439 415 6[09]
0.276 274 608 1[07)
0.832 8960000[06)
2
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
1
2
2
1
4
2
5
2
5
1
4
7
2
5
8
2
5
8
1
4
7
10
a (k, I)
—0.400000 000 0[01]
—0.360000 000 0[02]
0.381 250 000 0[02]
—0.3165000000[03]
—0.800 000 000 0[03]
0.394416 666 7[03]
—0.288 000 000 0[04]
—0.300 412 1944[05]
0.510800 000 0[04]
0.126463 583 3[06]
0.215 997 677 8[05]
—0.286 720 000 0[05]
0.296 825 955 8[07]
0.257 153 200 0[05]
—0.829 440 000 0[05]
0.279 775 638 5[08]
0.119418 153 1[07]
0.260 152 000 0[06]
0.120 124 860 6[09]
—0.154 822 956 6[09]
—0.252 912977 8[06]
—0.619520 000 0[06]
2
3
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
2
3
3
2
5
3
6
3
6
2
5
8
3
6
9
3
6
9
2
5
8
11
a (k, I)
0.800 000 000 0[01)
0.360000 000 0[02]
—0.192 000 000 0[03]
0.533 000 000 0[03]
0.400 000 0000[03]
0.160555 555 6[04]
0.115200 000 0[04]
0.118813 433 3[05]
—0.940 800 000 0[04]
—0.169 340 035 6[06]
0.111806 666 7[05]
0.8192000000[04]
—0.234 664 1608[07]
0.232 097 777 8[05]
0.207 360000 0[05]
—0.127 9170017[08)
—0.174 245 466 7[05]
—0.230 400 000 0[06]
—0.348 676 144 7[09]
0.171 321 263 5[08]
—0.442 933 333 3[05)
0.123 9040000[06]
The advantage of this method is that the estimates for S
do not rely on estimates of the critical point, p„or of any
of the critical exponents. We list in Table II our esti-
mates for several such amplitude ratios. In order to com-
pare to the e expansion we list the e-expansion results for
these ratios. One can see that although the values of the
ratios R,J&„I=—A, AJ /A„AI are nontrivial, the quantities
S,jzki are very close to unity in all dimensions. Also,
since the coefficient of e in S is so small, the e term
might be the larger correction to unity for several ratios.
In view of this, one might be tempted to get an estimate
for the resistance distribution for all dimensions by equat-
ing S, k, to unity for all dimensions and all subscripts.
However, although this may be a good numerical approx-
imation for any given S, it leads to
(45)
Inserting this ansatz into the right-hand side of Eq. (38)
yields
TABLE II. Estimates of the amplitude ratios. I: Series, II: e expansion (Ref. 13) [using the c expansion for the exponents (Refs.
9,10, and 13)].
I
II: 1+
420
II: 1+
392
I
5880
I
II 1036
52 920
I
326'
52 920
1.00+0.001
1.002
1.005+0.001
1.003
0.999+0.001
1.000
0.998+0.001
1.001
0.996+0.001
0.999
SQ2/] I
1.005+0.001
1.005
Q3/12
1.002+0.001
1.005
S13/22
0.997+0.001
1.000
S04/22
0.993+0.002
1.004
S14/23
0.991+0.002
0.999
1.009+0.001
1.007
1.001+0.001
1.008
0.992+0.002
1.001
0.98+0.01
1.006
0.98+0.01
0.998
1.00620.02
1.010
0.986+0.004
1.010
0.98+0.01
1.001
0.94+0.02
1.008
0.95+0.01
0.998
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y„(r,k)=y'" g ( —y)",I'(p+n )I'(y )n! (46)
APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF A(x)
In this appendix we evaluate A(x) given by
where
y =,Z'q'"r(7 )/tr() +y)y"'] .
1 a+i~
A(x) =
1+z + H—(z)
7
dZ
However, this series does not converge for d (6, where P
is larger than unity. The small deviations of S,-.&k& from
unity are thus crucial for obtaining the full distribution
function P, (R }.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
&z+4+&z
ln
&z+4—&z
where H (z) is given by
(1+z)
1 (1+ )+ 6
—19z
z 18
1/2
(z+4) z+4
6 z
This paper is the first of a series of three papers which
aim to study in detail (a) the probability distribution
P, (R,x) for the resistance R between two terminals at
separation x, known to be in the same cluster and (b) the
phase boundary between the ordered phase and the disor-
dered phase. In this paper we have concentrated on the
average of P, (R,x) over x. This was done using (a) field
theory and (b) series expansions. The e expansion for the
generalized resistive susceptibility, gz(t, A), defi. ned in
Eq. (13), is given in Eqs. (24)—(26). The resulting scaling
function is consistent with the e expansion for the ampli-
tude ratios of the resistive susceptibilities given by Harris
and Lubensky. ' The amplitude ratios were also estimat-
ed from series expansions, using a newly developed
method, to yield results that agree within a few percent
with the e expansion (See Table II). The resulting proba-
bility distribution, obtained by inverse Laplace transfor-
mation of ya (t, A, ), is given in Eq. (36). We also discussed
why one should expect a different phase diagram for the
RRN than for the RXY model.
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The logarithms and square roots are defined to be real
positive when their arguments are real positive. The
function H (z) is defined so as to be analytic except for a
branch cut running along the negative real z axis from
z = —1 to —00. For small e one sees that poles in the in-
tegrand of Eq. (Al) can only occur (a) near z = —1, or (b)
at large ~z~ where (e/7)H (z) may become of order unity.
Case (b) can be ruled out because for large ~z~ we have
1+z+(e/7)H(z)-z 1+——lnz — %0,e 5 19
7 6 18
(A3)
= A (z+zo)+ —5H(z), (A4)
where zo=1, 2 =1, and 5H(z) is of order (z+1}zfor z
near l. In fact, we treat 5H(z) as being of order
(z +zo ), since zo = 1 to order e. Thus to order e we have
and case (a) is ruled out because ReH( —1)&0 and
ImH( —1)-(z+1) for z near —l.
We may therefore deform the path of integration into a
contour C surrounding the branch cut. For the moment,
we assume that x is not near zero (as we shall see, this
means that x/e»1). Then the factor e makes the in-
tegra1 strongly convergent and allows manipulations of
the denominator, which we write as
1+z+ H( —1)+ —H'( —l )(z +—1)+—5H (z)E' E
7 7 7
T
1+ H'( —1) —z + 1+ H( —1) +—5H—(z)E'
7 7 7
A( )
1 ~d 1 e 5H(z)
2~i c A(z+zo) 7 gi(z+zoP (A5a)
—ZX=—e '+-
A 7 i (z+1)'
H ( —z +i 0+ ) —H ( —z i 0+)—
dZ
27Tl
(A5b)
which leads to Eq. (36).
For small x Eq. (36}gives
A(x)-Ao+celnx, (A6)
where Ao is A(0) for e=O and c is a constant of order
I
unity. Such a result is absurd because physically
A(x) &0, whereas Eq. (A6) gives A(0) = —~. Of course,
for x =0 the expansion in Eq. (Asa) is qualitatively in-
correct at sufficiently large ~z~. To obtain the correct re-
sult for x =0 we simply analyze correctly the contribu-
tion to A(x) from large ~z~ when the contour is deformed
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to surround the branch cut. By large Izl we mean Izl
such that (e/7)H(z) is comparable to 1+z. This hap-
pens for /(5e/42)z lnz/ —/z/, or [zl exp[1/(ce)], where
c = —,' , as in Eq. (A6). Thus we estimate that
A(0)=An+ . f. . .dzr[z+cez(lnz+ni)] ' c—c .I.1/(c6)
1 ~ du
=Ap — =Ap —1 .
C E' 1/(ce) g
Presumably there is a crossover such that
A(x)=&o—const, x «e
(A7c)
(A8a)
dz 2ni
2ni e ' ' zcg (lnz)2
(A7a) =Ap+celnx, e " "'«x «1,
(A7b)
but we do not pursue this analysis further here.
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